05/06/07
04/05/06/07

148

One Conference per annum attended by postdocs.
One of each press release in each calendar year.

05/06/07

15A,15B
15C
16A,16B

05/06/07

18A

One TV programme per annum.

04/05/06/07

19A
19B

One in each calendar year of project
One for BBC World Service
One in each calendar year of project

07

20

04-07

23

3 year old Landrover Defender value
2 Laptop computers GPS handsets Reprint collection
and similar resource materials
£pa from Holly Hill Trust
£ value of time donated by Principals, and others

Two electronic newsletters per annum to 200 recipients.

19C

Modifications to outputs and proposed operational plan:
The original proposal aimed to appoint a postdoctoral hydrologist for the first
18 months of the project followed by a postdoctoral grazing ecologist for the
second 18 months. However, shortly before the (delayed) announcement of
the results of the round 12 competition, the post doctoral hydrologist named
on the application accepted a post with The Scottish Environment Protection
Agency. Rather than seek a replacement immediately, the project leader
decided to wait until two other members of the project team, Chris Soulsby, a
hydrologist and Glenn lason, a grazing ecologist from the Macaulay Land Use
Research Institute (MLURI) had visited KNP to devise a workplan for the
hydrological and ecological investigations required and assess the skills
required. They concluded that greater continuity in the research aspects of
the project would be achieved by appointing a postdoctoral hydrologist with an
interest in grazing ecology for the three-year duration of the project. Such a
post was advertised nationally, interviews held during January and Dr. Mike
Kennedy, a hydrologist/plant ecologist was appointed with effect from 1 March

2005.

Since this appointment has been delayed for almost a year, a rescheduling of
the reporting requirements of the project was successfully sought from Sarah
Moon at DEFRA. There was no corresponding request to reschedule Darwin
funding, since the flexibility of the funding arrangements from the co-funder,
The Holly Hill Trust (HHT) means that Mike Kennedy's salary will be available
for the fourth year of the project from the Trust's contribution to the project.
4. Progress

• History: the need for the project was identified during a visit by the project
leader to KNP, at the invitation of and sponsored by the HHT, to assess the
research and tourism potential of a colony of ca. 8 million straw coloured fruit
bats which is established seasonally in the mushito evergreen swamp forest.
3

• Video
A professional video funded by HHT, has been made by Jenny Sharman of
Uhuru films and requires some final editing and badging before release as a
Darwin output.
• Press release
A press release on the Darwin project issued by the Aberdeen University
Communications Team resulted in extensive coverage in a local Aberdeen
newspaper.
• Project vehicle
A customised landrover was purchased from Foley Specialist Vehicles,
shipped to Windhoek and driven overland to Lusaka by one of Foley's staff. It
is now in a customs pound in Lusaka, awaiting the re-registration of KTL as a
charity so that an application can be made for remission of £ import charges
that would otherwise be payable.
• Additional funding.
Chris Soulsby prepared a funding proposal for hydrological tracer work which
was short listed for the Ralph Brown Award by the Royal Geographic Society
(RGS) but not funded. It will be submitted to The Royal Society in November
2005 and to the RGS.
• Significant difficulties

No significant difficulties have been encountered during the year. The failure
to appoint the originally-nominated postdoctoral hydrologist, has been made
good since it forced a rethink on how to staff the project, with an excellent
outcome in the appointment of Dr. Mike Kennedy, who combines the skills
required.
A significant difficulty will arise if the landrover is not available when Dr.
Kennedy begins full time work in KNP in August 2005. In that case, the
import charges will have to be paid with negative impact on the project's
finances.
• Enhanced design

The August 2004 visit of Chris Soulsby and Glenn lason resulted in a draft
research proposal for hydrological and ecological studies which will be further
developed by Mike Kennedy's visit in May 2005.
• Timetable for next reporting period

In the sixth month reporting period May- October 2005:
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Table 1
Code No.

2

Quantity

1

5
7
8

5
1
4

14A
15A
23

1
1
2

Description

MSc student being
trained
Guides trained
Video produced
Weeks of visits by AU,
MLURI & HHT
personnel.
Annual workshop
Press release
£ pa received from
Holly Hill Trust (i.e.
£)

5. Project Expenditure
• Please expand and complete Table 3.
Table 3: Project expenditure during the reporting period (Detra Financial Year
01 April to 31 March)
Expenditure
Budget (please
Balance
Item
indicate which
document you refer
to if other than your
project schedule)
Rent, rates, heating,
0.0
overheads etc
Office costs (e.g.
postage, telephone,
stationery)
Travel and subsistence
Printing
Conferences,
seminars, etc
Capital
items/equipment
Others
Salaries (specify)
TOTAL
•

Highlight any recently agreed changes to the budget and explain any variation in
expenditure where this is +/- 10% of the budget.

6. Monitoring, Evaluation and Lessons
• Discuss methods employed to monitor and evaluate the project this year. How
can you demonstrate that the outputs and outcomes of the project actually
contribute to the project purpose? i.e. what are the indicators of achievements
(both qualitative and quantitative) and how are you measuring these?
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